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Question: 
 
Macroeconomic policy decision makers set targets for key 
policy objectives in relation to employment, inflation and 
economic growth. 
 

a) Explain why low rate of unemployment, low rate of 
inflation and sustained economic growth are key policy 
objectives.  (10m)                                                                         

b) Discuss whether macroeconmic policy decision makers 
should rely solely on supply side policies to achieve 
these key policy objectives.  (15m) 

------------------------------------------------------------- 
Specimen Answer: 
 

a) The 4 main macroeconomic goals of most countries are to 
achieve low inflation, low economic growth, low unemployment 
and enjoy a healthy Balance of Payments.  

 
Unemployment occurs mainly as demand deficient unemployment 
but can also occur in other forms such as structural 
unemployment, seasonal unemployment etc. A low unemployment 
rate is important because it indicates the country is 
utilizing most of its resources instead of leaving them idle 
and unproductive. The economy is therefore operating near its 
full employment level ie near the maximum possible level. 
Hence, the standard of living (SOL) improves accordingly. 
 
With more of the workforce being employed, this increases 
household income and causes consumption to rise as well. All 
these raises Aggregate Demand (AD) and through the multiplier 
effect, increases National Income (NY) even more. Hence, the 
country enjoys higher economic growth and SOL. This is 
especially for consumption based economies with large domestic 
markets eg USA. 
 
In addition, low unemployment rates result in increased income 
tax revenue as well as less expenditure on unemployment 
benefits. Thus, more funds can be channeled to other areas 
such as education, healthcare, infrastructure spending etc to 
further improve future economic growth and SOL. Lower 
unemployment also helps to reduce widening income disparity. 
In turn, this helps to reduce social problems such as high 
crime rates, thereby improving social stability. Thus, low 
unemployment is a key macroeconomic goal, especially for 
countries with large working age population. 
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Inflation refers to the sustained and persistent increase in 
the general price level. It is caused by either demand pull or 
cost push factors. For export based economies, low inflation 
is important to keep export prices competitive in global 
markets. This helps to maintain high export demand, enabling 
them to continue enjoying export driven economic growth. Also, 
low inflation helps prevent firms’ profits from being eroded 
by rising prices. This makes the country attractive for 
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), thereby further increasing 
economic growth. 

 
For countries which are already at full employment  (Yf), any 
further increase in AD from AD1 to AD2 results in higher prices 
(P1 to P2) without any increase in NY ( pt A to pt B). Thus, 
the country suffers higher inflation without enjoying any 
economic growth. For such overheated economies, reducing 
inflation to a low level is an important objective. 
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If the country is suffering cost push inflation, it suffers 
the worst of both worlds:  rising prices (P1 to P2) as well as 
falling NY / rising unemployment (Yf to Y2).   
Cost push inflation may be caused by rising oil prices, which 
result in a negative supply side shock.  Hence, reducing the 
(cost push) inflation would be a key macroeconomic objective 
to bring down high prices as well as rising unemployment so as 
to improve SOL in the country.  
 
Sustained Economic Growth (SEG) refers to the increase in real 
NY. This usually consists of a combination of Actual Growth 
(caused By increase in AD) and Potential Growth (caused by 
increase in AS). Thus, economic growth can be sustained in the 
Long Run. 
*(due to time constraint, leave out the SEG graph since this 
is not the main emphasis of the qn) 
 
SEG results in higher real NY, thereby raising the SOL in the 
country. Due to higher NY, the govt will receive higher tax 
revenues. This can be used to finance more govt expenditure on 
social infrastructure eg health care, public housing etc, 
thereby enhancing SOL. 
In addition, SEG improves international investors’ confidence 
and thus increases the country’s ability to attract more FDI. 
This creates a ‘virtuous cyle’ of increased actual growth and 
potential growth in the country. 
 
In conclusion, low unemployment, low inflation and SEG are 
important policy objectives. All these result in higher SOL, 
which is the ultimate goal for the country. 
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b) Supply side policies (SSP) alone can be used to achieve all 3 
goals of low unemployment, low inflation and sustained 
economic growth (SEG), esp if the country is suffering cost 
push inflation. 

 
 
Short term SSP measures such as wage cuts, fuel subsidies etc 
will immediately increase Short Run Aggregate Supply from SRAS1 
to SRAS2 (pt A to pt B). Prices fall from P1 to P2. Unemployment 
is reduced as the economy reaches full employment (Y1 to Yf) . 
Long term SSP measures ( eg labour retraining/upgrading, 
switching to cheaper alternative energy , etc) will increase 
Long Run Aggregate Supply from LRAS1 to LRAS2 ( pt B to pt C). 
Inflation is further lowered as prices fall from P2 to P3. SEG 
is achieved as real NY rises from Y1 to Yf to Y2.  
However implementation of SSP measure may be difficult . Govt 
subsidies are costly and may result in large budget deficits. 
Subsidies also create a sense of complacency and dependency in 
the economy which reduces overall efficiency. Proposed wage 
cuts will likely be met with resistance from strong trade 
unions. This may lead to strikes and social unrest which lower 
international investors’ confidence in the country.  Long term 
SSP measures usually involve long gestation period. Thus, 
govts may not wish to adopt esp if they are more focused on 
achieving immediate short term goals. For labour retraining 
and upgrading, workers may not be willing to attend such 
causes esp after working hours. Some may not be able to absorb 
the necessary training esp for jobs involving complicated high 
technology processes. 
 
Besides SSP, other policies are also still able to achieve the 
3 stated macroeconomic goals. For consumption based economies 
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with large domestic market eg USA, expansionary Fiscal Policy 
of reduced income tax rates will increase AD from AD1 to AD2. 
(pt A to pt B). 
 

 
As consumption rises, domestic business expectations improve, 
prompting an increase in Investments. This increases AD2 to 
AD3. Unemployment falls as the economy approaches full 
employment (pt B to pt C). In addition, as Investment rises, 
productive capacity increases, raising AS from AS1 to AS2. 
Prices fall back to P1, indicating low inflation (pt C to pt 
D). SEG is achieved as real NY rises from Y1 to Yf to Y2 (pt A 
to pt D). 
 
For export based economies with small domestic mkt eg 
Singapore, trade based policies can be used instead. Free 
Trade Agreements with other countries will boost export 
demand. In turn, this attracts more FDI into the country, 
increasing AD further. With increased FDI, productive capacity 
rises, raising Aggregate Supply. Likewise, the economy 
achieves similar SEG together with low unemployment and low 
inflation. 
 
For developing countries with large untapped resources, 
expansionary AD policies would initially be more appropriate 
instead of SSP. 
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At the early stages of economic development, expansionary AD 
policies should be used to increase AD from AD1 to AD2 eg lower 
corporate tax to attract more FDI. Unemployment is lowered 
drastically as the country’s vast resources are being 
utilized. (pt A to pt B). The country enjoys economic growth 
for a significant period without any rise in prices (P1). 
During this period, SSP would not be appropriate. Only when 
the economy approaches full employment (pt C), then SSP 
becomes more relevant for SEGpt C to pt D). 
 
Conclusion 1 
In conclusion, SSP is important to achieve low unemployment, 
low inflation and SEG. However, in most cases, the govt needs 
to use a combination of SSP together with AD policies for 
greater effectiveness instead of SSP alone. 
 
OR 
 
Conclusion 2 
In conclusion, SSP generally needs to be used together with AD 
policies to achieve SEG, low unemployment and low inflation. 
If the country is near full employment or has a weak 
multiplier (eg Spore), a greater emphasis on SSP is 
appropriate. But if the country is underdeveloped or facing a 
severe recession, more emphasis on AD policies would be 
required instead. 
 
================================The End======================= 
 
 
 
 


